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BRAND STATEMENT

Brand Statement
Exceptional menus start with top-notch
ingredients
Monarch® has been one of the most trusted food brands
in America for more than 150 years, rooted in a reliable
1850’s Gold Rush provisions company. The Monarch
Lion stands as a symbol of trust and integrity, and a
promise of quality, convenient and value-driven pantry
staples.

Brand Statement defines the products and benefits of the brand. It’s generally
used on websites, sell sheets, guides and any promotional pieces that
showcase several items of that brand.
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BRAND VOICE

Brand Voice
Offering over 300 food products, Monarch® has been
one of the most trusted food brands in America for more
than 150 years. To tell that story, the tone is “sell with a
smile” to make it appropriate and engaging. 3-4
descriptive sentences paint a picture of the dining
experience each product creates. The “sell” is a
description of product attributes. The “smile” is a sliceof-life statement that lightens the mood of the copy in an
attempt to endear the brand or product to the customer.
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BRAND MARK

Brand Mark

The Monarch logo consists of a modernized lion stamp, bolder typography and a simplified
color palette, resulting in an identity with a fresh approach that doesn’t lose sight of its
long and respected history. Maintain a premium look and feel when designing for this
brand with light-handed design techniques; quiet space, refined typesetting and minimal
use of color convey quality.
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Protected Space &
Minimum Size
To maintain the integrity of this high-quality brand, the
Monarch® logo should appear no smaller than 1 inch in
size in any application. Smaller usage could result in the
elements of the logo filling in. The clear space around
the logo must always be at least half the diameter of the
logo.
For brand-related marketing collateral, the brand should
appear on the left. For product-specific Monarch items,
the brand should appear on the right or where space
is available.
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INCORRECT USE OF THE BRAND MARK

Incorrect Use
of the Brand Mark

Do not change the color.

Do not add a drop shadow.

Do not rotate the logo.

Do not skew.

Do not scale
disproportionately.

Do not remove or change
the graphics elements.

Do not place on top of busy
photography or background
color.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Primary Color Palette
The limited color palette of white and orange is bright
and clean. “Monarch® Orange” was chosen specifically
for its ownability and energy.
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
The primary typeface used for Monarch® is Myriad. It was
chosen for its classic clean lines and readability. Typeset
headers and subheads in bold condensed and semibold
condensed weights, leaving the body copy and call-outs
in light or regular weight as the design permits. Use
uppercase for headers whenever possible, and avoid
extreme tracking.
The secondary typeface for Monarch is Myriad Pro Black.
Use where the design permits.
NOTE: Headers for body copy should be typeset using
Aktiv Grotesk Medium, and the body copy should be
typeset using Chronicle Roman.
Myriad Pro Condensed Semibold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Myriad Pro Condensed Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Myriad Pro Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Delicious food photography is a very important part of
every brand when designing collateral and print.
Simply photographed food with brightly lit sets, including
blond wood, stainless utensils and minimal propping,
present Monarch® products in their purest form. A plate
of peas, a pile of spice, a simple pot of broth – these are
the pantry items that bring every kitchen to life as chefs
interpret the ingredients into signature dishes. Monarch
photography is about simple, beautiful details.
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Food should be photographed with bright, airy lighting
and retouched to eliminate shadows and distracting
imperfections.

PHOTOGRAPHY

When selecting imagery or when planning a shoot, opt for
high-quality photography with simple propping and
ultimate appetite appeal.

Images are illustrative of visual styling and are not indicative of product categories.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Omni-Channel Applications
It’s important that voice and look apply to all mediums to
tell a consistent and complete Monarch® story.
Monarch marketing materials include:
• Websites. The US Foods® website contains
information about the brand and features select
images of Monarch products
• Sell Sheets. The two-sided handouts feature
information about our products
• Table Tents/Posters/Brochures. Promotional
marketing materials help promote Monarch products
All applications must adhere to the signature Monarch
design described in previous pages.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Omni-Channel Applications
Exceptional menus start with top-notch ingredients
Monarch® has been one of the most trusted food brands in America
for more than 150 years. Today, Monarch offers more than 300
products for operators who want quality and consistency in pantry
staples. From ketchup to salad dressings to cooking sauces, each item
ensures outstanding flavor, convenience and value.

Product Inspiration

Product Attributes

The battered pickle fry has made a strong debut in the fry category.
What started as a southern favorite has been quickly going
mainstream. A tasty alternative, our product looks like a fry yet has
all the crunchy goodness of a pickle.

• 3/8” fry cut
• Kosher dills pickled in traditional manner
• Crunchy corn masa batter
Benefits

The unique cut of the pickle creates the optimum fried pickle
product, and the corn-based batter leaves you with a satisfying
bite. Premium kosher dills have been pickled in the traditional
manner, making them crisp and loaded with flavor. Plus, the
batter ingredients provide an added crunch your customers
will appreciate.

• Great hold times due to unique batter system
• Double battered for a nice, crispy bite
• A unique twist on the familiar pickle chip
Uses

• New fry option
• Pair with dipping sauces, such as ranch,
mayonnaise-based dips and BBQ
• Pair with salad or soup
• See usfoods.com/fallscoop for recipe ideas
Food Fact

In America, dill pickles are twice as popular as
the sweet varieties, such as bread and butters.

PICKLE FRIES
A-Code

Product Description

8869687

Pickle Fries

Newest side offering from Monarch® is a unique twist on the fried pickle – shaped like a
french fry, it packs a puckerful punch.
Pack Size
6/2 lb.

For more information about Monarch® products,
visit www.usfoods.com or contact your local
US Foods representative. 09-2014

© 2014 US Foods
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MONARCH® PUZZLE POTATOES
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PACKAGING

Packaging
All design standards also apply to the packaging of every
product. Design cues such as color, fonts, etc., must be
incorporated to maintain a cohesive look. Please refer to
packaging guidelines for complete information regarding
packaging design.
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